Cyclic retro-inverso dipeptides with two aromatic side chains. I. Synthesis.
A series of cyclic retro-inverso dipeptides--2-[(4-hydroxy)benzyl]-5-benzyl-4,6(1H,2H,3H,5H)-pyrimidinedi one (c[mPhe-gTyr]), 2-benzyl-5-[(4-hydroxy)benzyl]-4,6(1H,2H,3H,5H)-pyrimidinedione (c[mTyr-gPhe]), and 2-benzyl-5-amino-5-[(4-hydroxy)benzyl]-4,6(1H,2H,3H,5H)-pyrimidinedione (c[(alpha-amino)mTyr-gPhe])--were synthesized in order to define the minimum structural requirements for binding affinity with opiate receptors and biological activity. Although the first two compounds lack a free amine proposed to be necessary for receptor recognition, the c[mPhe-gTyr] and c[mTyr-gPhe] analogues serve as model molecules in conformational studies of the target analogue, c[(alpha-amino)mTyr-gPhe]. The cis- and trans-c[(alpha-amino)mTyr-gPhe] contain all the functional groups such as the amine and phenolic groups in the tyrosine, and the aromatic group in the phenylalanine, necessary for opiate activity. In addition, the c[(alpha-amino)mTyr-gPhe] analogues possess similar geometries to the Tyr-Pro part of morphiceptin (Tyr-Pro-Phe-Pro-NH2) whose high mu-receptor activity is attributed to conformations with the Tyr-Pro amide bond in a cis conformation because the peptide bonds assume a cis conformation. However, both analogues are inactive in the guinea pig ileum and the mouse vas deferens assays. This may result from wrong orientation of the benzyl group of the gPhe residue with respect to the (alpha-amino)mTyr residue. Conformational studies of these molecules using 1H-nmr spectroscopy and molecular mechanics calculations will be reported in the following paper. Results of conformational analysis should provide information about backbone-side-chain interactions in the retro-inverso peptide chains since all the fundamental structural elements of the retro-inverso peptides are included in these model systems even though the peptide bonds must assume a cis conformation.